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The risen sun cast its first beams of the day through the smoke-stack fog, and the dusty 
light was caught and concentrated in the Sentinel’s crystalline eyes. He stretched, myriad gears 
whirring and pistons clanking as he cycled through a daily limbering cycle which looked just as 
lazily powerful as a tomcat preparing its lanky frame for activity. Gem-crusted gaze scoured the 
abandoned shipyard sprawling below his perch. Everything below him was obsolete, from the 
creaky, skeletal remnants of ships rotting in dry-dock to the rusted, glass-less window frames 
that lined the forsaken factories. The new Sentinels were all assigned to the airship yards, 
where new resources and experiments and inventions and glorious Empires were being 
explored. Sometimes he could see the massive balloons glistening in the light of prosperity. 

None of that was for his ken. Sentinel 982’s domain lay decaying under his watch, and 
above it all he too was discarded. Except by one. 

The young girl called him Sen. 
“Crumpets today!” She chirped as she clambered up the final step to his roost. Stoic 

initially in her presence, now he lay the great wheel of his heart-center to the cracked concrete 
as she tucked her dirty knees under her skirt’s hem. From the depths of a hand-stitched pocket 
she drew a crumbly cake that was once potentially called a crumpet. Like always, the child 
broke the cake in twain, and offered a grubby half toward her looming metal friend. Like always, 
he declined with a shake of his head. Eleanor shrugged, nonplussed, and leaned a scabby 
elbow against his forepaw.  

“The monsters under my bed were fighting last night.” Her small voice was clipped, 
precise, the potential nobility of birth at sharp contrast to her tattered garment and broken 
fingernails. “And one of them took my shoe again, I think. Ginny says she never takes them, so 
it must be the monsters. It’s always the left one, and nobody can go walking with just one shoe, 
you’d be all tipsy. So I had to go listen to the angels without shoes again. But Sen, you should 
have heard them: they stand in the church’s bell tower and they sing, and it’s not words but it 
speaks to you, like a secret language only your soul understands.” 

He rarely understood her odd metaphors, for the imaginative elements had not been 
programmed into his comprehension. The new Sentinels were much more advanced; it made 
them better at guarding, as they could predict ulterior motives and analyze security 
weaknesses. But after days, weeks, months, and eon-loud years of watching over relics of wars 
never fought, any contact had become a welcome change to the monotony of staring at dusty 
shadows. 

“T’ese cr’mpets…” she paused to swallow the mouthful of mothy bread. “Sorry: these 
crumpets are from Baker’s bakery, from the bins. He was throwing them out! The rats got just a 
little corner, so I broke off the rest of that and gave it back to them. Why do people waste things, 
Sen? They’re really tasty.” The face she made when she nibbled on the crust made him assume 
otherwise, but he did not challenge her description. Perhaps she needed the little lie to convince 
herself that it was a morsel fit for eating. 



“Items become irrelevant, become past the time of their usefulness. Society only keeps 
things which are useful to it,” he replied, keenly aware of how true that rang to his own 
discarded fate.  

“Like the ships down there.” She wagged her bare, filth-blackened toes at the silently 
screaming skeletons chained far below in their dry-dock cages.  

“Like the ships down there,” agreed Sentinel 982. 
“But not like the airships!” Eleanor proclaimed, and bounced to her feet. “I saw one 

overhead. It was beautiful, Sen, like a big seabird...a...what’s it...an albatross! Can we go see 
them?” 

“You...want to go see the airships?” His metallic voice held a rare, distinctive inquisitive 
note. 

“Yes! Please? Can we please?” 
“Eleanor, I cannot leave. I am a Sentinel assigned to this shipyard.” 
Her eyes got doughy, the biscuit crumbled from her open palms; hands swung limp to 

her knees. The girl’s rapid deflation alarmed him so that Sentinel 982’s standing protocol 
whirred into immediate action. Something like adrenaline rushed through his system, readying 
all four legs for the launching leap, his pair of wings rustling into position for the rising 
downstroke. 

“Very well! Climb aboard. If we are quick, perhaps the ships will not miss us.” 
Within seconds she claimed a seat aboard the smooth brass casing that housed his 

wings’ sprockets and counterbalances. Small, calloused hands grasped the absorbent coils 
which mimicked a mane around his cat-like head; they collected water from the air, from the 
rain, to fuel the steam-electric chamber that was his backup power source on cloudy days. 

The flight to the nearest airship yard was much shorter than he liked. They must have 
expanded in their golden success. Sentinel 982 skirted the edge of the Sentinels’ watched 
radius, and even so one turned its crystal gaze in his direction as he danced the perimeter. 
Their proximity alert was broader than his, he noticed. They all gleamed with the signs of daily 
maintenance. Glitter-sparks of dereliction trailed in his wake as he navigated to an overlooking 
cliff. Treacherous squeals cried out from his shock absorbers as he landed upon the rock. But 
Eleanor observed none of this. Her attention was all on the goings-on below; her hungry eyes lit 
up with the elegance of Imperialism.  

 
The next day, she didn’t come to see him. 
The day after that, she didn’t come to see him. 
The day after the day after that, she didn’t come to see him. 
For weeks, he guarded the long ticking hours alone. 
Finally, one day, loneliness overcame him. He’d grown accustomed to solitude, and then 

it was broken by this odd little creature. He’d grown accustomed to her company. Now, to have 
only silence and seabirds once more, he feared something was amiss. He shook off the wasp 
nests and beetle discards and flew again to the airship yard. And there - there he found her. 

In a group of youths down below on the massive wooden plans to the dock, Eleanor paid 
rapt attention to a uniformed man who gestured at the airship resting beside him. 



“State your designation!” A sharp voice commanded, and he blearily spied a Sentinel 
approaching him. Its bladed wings beat the air furiously; each clap fashioned a noise like the 
booming bark of a giant dog.  

“Sentinel 982,” he responded, and noticed how small his voice sounded compared to the 
other.  

“False! All Sentinel 900 series are obsolete and deactivated. State your designation or 
leave this airspace!” 

Ruffled by the accusation, Sen demanded, “You state your designation!” 
“Sentinel 1903! This is your last warning. State your true designation or leave this 

airspace immediately!” 
Betrayed, and as heartbroken as an obsolete automaton could be, Sen turned and flew 

back to his post. His prison. 
No. 
His grave. 

 
He became like stone. 

 
Years later, the hum of an airship slowly drew his attention. It tickled the edge of his 

proximity sensors, feather-light and annoying. He narrowed a withering gaze at its intrusion, and 
croaked in a hoarse, disused voice: “State your designation!” 

It ignored him, silent on the airways, but drew ever closer to the shipyard. Maybe it didn’t 
hear him. Sentinel 982 made a sound like a cough and changed radio frequencies. “State your 
designation!” He repeated. 

No response. The airship maneuvered directly toward his post. He changed frequencies 
again, and was about to shout futility to the winds when a familiar face leaned out of the cockpit 
area. Her features were rounder, her hair clean and pinned back in a braid, but he would 
recognize those smiling eyes anytime. 

It was his Eleanor. 
She threw a uniform cap from the window, and cackled gleefully as it sailed away in the 

turbulent wake of her airship. “Come on, Sen!” The girl beckoned. “Come fly with me!” 
Like a ghost he rose, wings flaring and flapping, clawed metal feet scrambling at the 

concrete in his haste to leap into the oblivion. He was obsolete. But for her, for this, he had a 
purpose. He had value. She who scavenged crumpets from the refuse had long ago scavenged 
his love, and once again came back to claim it.  

Sirens blared behind them as the airship yard announced the theft of one of its fleet. The 
sound was like the song of the angels, and it heralded salvation. 
 


